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A Brave New World: Exuberance, Exploitation, Economics, Ethics & Existential Emergencies
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Context: Ethically Aligned Design  The IEEE P7000 Standards Projects
 P7000: Model Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns During System Design
 P7001: Transparency of Autonomous Systems
 P7002: Data Privacy Process
 P7003: Algorithmic Bias Considerations
 P7004: Standard on Child and Student Data Governance
 P7005: Standard on Employer Data Governance
 P7006: Standard on Personal Data AI Agent
 P7007: Ontological Standard for Ethically driven Robotics and Automation Systems
 P7008: Standard for Ethically Driven Nudging for Robotic, Intelligent and Autonomous Systems
 P7009: Standard for Fail-Safe Design of Autonomous and Semi-Autonomous Systems
 P7010: Recommended Practice for Assessing the Impact of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems on Human Well-Being
 P7011: Standard for the Process of Identifying and Rating the Trustworthiness of News Sources
 P7012: Standard for Machine Readable Personal Privacy Terms
 P7013: Inclusion and Application Standards for Automated Facial Analysis Technology
 P7014: Ethical Consideration in Emulated Empathy in Autonomous and Intelligent Systems
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Why P7009?: Crash: how computers are setting us up for disaster
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Risky Business: Accidents Will Happen
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 Act In Haste, Repent At Leisure
 Erosion of determinism (struggles and challenges).
 Speed of execution exceeds human performance to recover and avoid unintended/adverse consequences.
 Reliability of machine execution – avalanche/cascade effects whether intended or not.
 Faster, better, cheaper imperative.

 The Paradox of Imagination
 Requisite imagination to foresee adverse consequences often (usually?) lacking.
 Human imagination rather than the laws of physics the limiting factor (SID).
 Increasing abstraction between back and front (sharp) end of reality.

 Quantity Has A Quality All Of Its Own
 System complexity and consequential emergent behaviours (typically non-linear).
 Market forces will/are determining much of the landscape.

 Race to the bottom.

 Malice Aforethought
 Intentional misuse - if somebody can, somebody, somewhere, will.
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Past Performance Is Not Necessarily A Guide To The Future

Ariane 501 Inquiry Board report

Image source: ESA
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The Only Certainty Is Uncertainty

“as we know, there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known
unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also unknown
unknowns—the ones we don't know we don't know.
And if one looks throughout the history of our country and other free countries, it is the latter category that
tend to be the difficult ones.”
Donald Rumsfeld (cf. Johari window)

Image Source: Clipart Library (#1483159)
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A+++
A++
A+

Can Standards Help?: Necessary But Not Sufficient
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Conformance

27.30 Questioning is a catalyst for thinking. As Professor McDermid told me, if he could replace all of
the regulations with one word it would be: “THINK”. Thinking can often be painful, difficult and
not always immediately productive. It is, of course, much easier and quicker to make convenient
assumptions, or slavishly follow procedure or tick boxes.
27.31 It is worthwhile having regard to the work of Hans Monderman, the Dutch road engineer and
innovator, who pioneered the concept of “naked streets” or “shared space”. He realised that by
removing a plethora of prescriptive road signs in urban streets you would encourage drivers and
pedestrians alike to think more about safe conduct and reduce accident rates accordingly. He has
been proved right.
The Nimrod Review
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IEEE P7009: Project Details



Scope: This standard establishes a practical, technical baseline of specific methodologies and tools

for the development, implementation, and use of effective fail-safe mechanisms in autonomous and semiautonomous systems. The standard includes (but is not limited to): clear procedures for measuring,
testing, and certifying a system's ability to fail safely on a scale from weak to strong, and
instructions for improvement in the case of unsatisfactory performance. The standard serves as the
basis for developers, as well as users and regulators, to design fail-safe mechanisms in a robust,
transparent, and accountable manner.

Need: Autonomous and semi-autonomous systems which remain operational after an intended or unintended

malfunction can disadvantage and harm users, society, and the environment. There is a need for
definition of effective fail-safe mechanisms to help mitigate risks related to system malfunction and
provide developers, installers and operators with clear technical criteria to terminate unsuccessful or
compromised operations in a safe and consistent manner.

Stakeholders: The stakeholders include technology companies, engineers, developers, researchers, and
other agents creating autonomous and semi-autonomous systems. This also includes, but is not limited
to, regulators and society at large who are directly and indirectly affected by these systems.
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Distinguishing Characteristics of Autonomous Systems: A P7009 Perspective

Capability to make decisions without any requirement for prior human validation of
the consequences of such decisions.
Capability to act upon such decisions through interaction with the real (physical)
world.
Capability to adapt and modify both the decision making processes and the
consequential interactions with the real world through a process of learning.
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Project Roadmap
A



Scenarios

Project Proposal

 Project proposal: The original proposal to the IEEE that led to the approved Project Authorization Request (PAR). The
original proposal would likely be influenced by particular scenarios (A) that it was thought would benefit from the existence
of an applicable standard.


B

IEEE-SA Approved
Project Authorization
Request (PAR)

 Approved Project Authorization Request (PAR).
 Principles: Key principles identified during the course of working group meetings and associated activities. While

Use Cases

influential in the development of the standard these principles are not normative: though may be captured in the standard
as informative.


Principles

 Key Requirements: Top-level requirement statements that capture the salient aspects of the approved PAR and/or the
principles and that the WG agree are of fundamental importance to the standard. Sometimes referred to as Stakeholder
requirements.

C



Test Cases

Key Requirements

 Properties: The set of attributes/characteristics against which methods for satisfying individual Key Requirements and/or
derived requirements are measured and assessed.

 Derived Requirements



Properties

 Derived Requirements: atomic requirements that are traceable and require no further decomposition or elaboration to be
measurable and testable (informally checklist ready).
 Verification Criteria: the objective measures by which satisfaction of the Key and Derived Requirements will be assessed
and evidenced.

 Verification Criteria



Exemplar Methods

 Exemplar Methods: methods which the WG consider to be of sufficient merit to identify as examples of means to satisfy
either Key and/or Derived requirements.
 Synthesis: the identification, structuring and recording of the information necessary to create the draft standard
document.
 Draft Standard: the documented output of the preceding process steps ready for balloting.



Synthesis



Draft Standard
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Rules of the Road
 P7009 is an umbrella (foundational) standard


Standard is intentionally sector/domain agnostic.



Safety is context (domain/sector/application) dependent.



Only users of the P7009 standard can decide what fail-safe means in the context of application of the standard.

 The standard is for fail-safe design for autonomous systems, not safety of such per se
 Where possible P7009 avoids Definitions


Uses Descriptions rather than Definitions.



End users (e.g. regulators/competent authorities) most appropriate to prescribe specific aspects of Descriptions for
relevant domain/sector.

 Autonomy is a continuum (Autonomy is in the eye of the beholder)


No distinction made between fully and semi-autonomous systems.



Semi-autonomous considered an extension of autonomous.
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The Guiding Principle : Better Safe Than Sorry

8

Image source: BioNinja
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Leading To A Set Of Key Requirements : Chilled (not frozen)
KRID

Key Requirement

7009-01

An autonomous agent shall provide means to incorporate functionality by designated category.

7009-02

An autonomous agent shall provide means to maintain separation of concerns between designated categories of functionality.

7009-03

An autonomous agent shall provide means to maintain isolation between designated categories of functionality.

7009-04

An autonomous agent shall provide a category, designated W, of functionality capable of terminating execution of all other categories of functionality.

7009-05

An autonomous agent shall provide category W functionality to terminate execution of all other categories of functionality.

7009-06

An autonomous agent shall provide category W functionality to periodically terminate execution of all other categories of functionality.

7009-07

An autonomous agent shall provide a category, designated V, of functionality to verify the existence of a valid request to continue execution of specified categories of functionality.

7009-08

An autonomous agent shall terminate a category of functionality in the event that no valid request to continue execution of the category is available to the agent.

7009-09

An autonomous agent shall provide category V functionality to verify the existence of a valid certificate to execute specified categories of functionality.

7009-10

An autonomous agent shall provide functionality to prevent the execution of a category of functionality when no valid certificate to execute the identified category is available to the agent.

7009-11

An autonomous agent shall terminate a category of functionality in the event that the certificate to execute the category of functionality becomes invalid.

7009-12

An autonomous agent shall provide a category, designated M, of functionality to monitor the operational performance envelope of the agent.

7009-13

An autonomous agent shall provide functionality to prevent the execution of any functionality which would exceed the certified performance envelope of the agent.

7009-14

An autonomous agent shall provide functionality to terminate the execution of functionality which has exceeded the certified performance envelope of the agent.

7009-15

An autonomous agent shall provide means to maintain a record of operation that can be interrogated and interpreted by the provider.

7009-16

An autonomous agent shall be designed in accordance with a set of processes which evidence the embodiment of ethical considerations throughout the agent life-cycle.

7009-17

The provider of an agent shall retain a Design Authority who is accountable for the design of the agent.

7009-18

The provider of an agent shall retain a Process Authority who is accountable for the development and production of the agent.

7009-19

The provider of an agent shall maintain registration of the agent with a certification body as specified by a competent (appropriate) authority for the agent domain of operation.
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To Contain Adverse Real World Consequences
Societal Impact

Safety-Enforcing
Processes

Behavioural
Uncertainty
Product
Safety-Enforcing
Functionality
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From The Distal To The Proximal
Real World
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The First Exam Question: Can this system do what it says on the tin  but only what is says?

Image: Cypher789, CC BY-SA 3.0 licence.
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A+++
A++

So It Is FailSafe:

A+

Risk, Confidence, Conformance Arguments  A Necessary Discipline
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Accounting For Current Practice

 The overall safety integrity of a safety critical system comprising both software and hardware is typically
specified quantitatively e.g. in terms of failure rates. However, for software it is widely accepted that there
is a limit on what can be quantitatively demonstrated e.g. by means of statistical testing and operational
experience. To address this limitation, many software standards appeal instead to the quality of the
process to assure the sufficient implementation of the software.
 In this paper, we contend that there is a large inductive gap between the quantitative software integrity
required for a safety function and the assurance of the software development process for that function.
Software safety: relating software assurance and software integrity
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The Limitations Thereof
 We know of little evidence to suggest that any proposed techniques [to calculate confidence] would
deliver trustworthy results when implemented by system safety practitioners.
 We conclude that quantitative confidence techniques require further validation before they should be
recommended as part of the basis for deciding whether an assurance argument justifies fielding a critical
system.
An investigation of proposed techniques for quantifying confidence in assurance arguments

It would be nice if all of the data which sociologists require could be enumerated because then we could run them
through IBM machines and draw charts as the economists do. However, not everything that can be counted counts, and
not everything that counts can be counted.
INFORMAL SOCIOLOGY: A casual introduction to sociological thinking
William Bruce Cameron, 1963
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Particularly In Respect of Software Dependent Systems
 This paper affirms that the quantification of life-critical software reliability is infeasible using statistical
methods. Whether these methods are applied to standard software or fault-tolerant software. The
classical methods of estimating reliability are shown to lead to exorbitant amounts of testing when
applied to life-critical software. Reliability growth models are examined and also shown to be incapable
of overcoming the need for excessive amounts of testing.
The infeasibility of quantifying the reliability of life-critical real-time software

 In recent work, we have argued for a formal treatment of confidence about the claims made in
dependability cases for software-based systems. The key idea underlying this work is “the inevitability of
uncertainty”: It is rarely possible to assert that a claim about safety or reliability is true with certainty.
Much of this uncertainty is epistemic in nature, so it seems inevitable that expert judgment will continue
to play an important role in dependability cases.
Toward a Formalism for Conservative Claims about the Dependability of Software-Based Systems
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The Human Contribution

 Safety analysis frequently relies on human estimates of the likelihood of specific events. For this
purpose, the opinions of experts are given greater weight than the opinions of non-experts.
Combinations of individual judgements are given greater weight than judgements made by a lone expert.
 In this paper, by means of a critical synthesis of evidence from multiple disciplines we argue that it is
plausible that expert judgement deserves special standing, but only for well understood local causal
mechanisms.
 We also conclude that expert judgements can be improved by using appropriate elicitation techniques,
including by combining judgement from multiple experts.
 There is, however, no evidence to suggest that fuzzy, neural network, or any other form of complicated
processing of expert judgement has any advantage over simple combination mechanisms.
Forecasts or fortune-telling: When are expert judgements of safety risk valid?
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And Supporting Evidence
 Demonstrating compliance of critical systems with safety standards involves providing convincing
evidence that the requirements of a standard are adequately met. For large systems, practitioners need
to be able to effectively collect, structure, and assess substantial quantities of evidence.
 Our results indicate that:
(1) V&V artefacts, requirements specifications, and design specifications are the most frequently used safety evidence types.
(2) evidence completeness checking and impact analysis are mostly performed manually at the moment.
(3) text-based techniques are used more frequently than graphical notations for evidence structuring.
(4) checklists and expert judgement are frequently used for evidence assessment.
(5) significant research effort has been spent on techniques that have seen little adoption in the industry.
Evidence management for compliance of critical systems with safety standards: A survey on the state of practice
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In Summary
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Complex products and situations — and any involving humans — are beyond the current state of the
art to “quantitatively” create precise and accurate predictions. Subjective judgements are used in the
absence of affordable, suitable and more objective methods and techniques or where needed to
supplement or evaluate the results of such techniques. Supplementing quantitative techniques with
expert review and judgement is widely used and generally accepted.
7.2 Justification of method of reasoning, ISO/IEC/IEEE 15026-1, First edition 2019, System and software assurance – Part 1: Concepts and vocabulary

“You see, economists, myself included, generally suffer from physics envy. We covet its neat equations and
crave its deterministic systems, and this inevitably leads to disappointment. The economy isn’t deterministic.
People aren’t always rational. Human creativity, frailty, exuberance and pessimism all contribute to economic
and financial cycles.”
Mark Carney, The 2020 Reith Lectures: From Credit Crisis to Resilience – How We Get What We Value
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The Key Requirements for Product SafetyEnforcing Functionality

?

 Partitioning is a technique for providing isolation between software components to contain and/or isolate
faults and potentially reduce the effort of the software verification process. Partitioning between software
components may be achieved by allocating unique hardware resources to each software component
(that is, only one software component is executed on each hardware platform in a system). Alternatively,
partitioning may be made to allow multiple software components to run on the same hardware platform.
(RTCA DO-178C, 2.4.1, Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certifications)

 Safety monitoring is a means of protecting against specific failure conditions by directly monitoring a
function for failures that would result in a failure condition. Monitoring functions may be implemented in
hardware, software, or a combination of hardware and software.
(RTCA DO-178C, 2.4.3, Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certifications)
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Lead To The Second Exam Question: Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?
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A Set Of Properties : Chilled/warm
Description

Property

Reference

SE VOCAB

Accountability

The degree to which the actions of an entity can be traced uniquely to and justified by the entity

ISO/IEC 25010:2011

Yes (1)

Auditablility

The degree to which the accountability of an entity can be inspected independently of the entity

Void

No

Completeness

The degree to which an entity is free from omission in specification, design, and implementation.

Void

No

ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2017

Yes (1)

Correctness

The degree to which an entity is free from faults in specification, design, and implementation.

Corrigibility

The degree to which an entity is capable of being corrected

Void

No

Defeasible

The degree to which an entity can be defeated.

Void

No

ISO/IEC/IEE 15026-1:2019

Yes (2)

The degree to which an entity cannot be changed after it is created

Void

No

Indefeasibility

The degree to which an entity cannot be defeated.

Void

No

Interpretability

The degree to which representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a manner suitable for communication, interpretation, or
processing by humans and/or by automatic means exist.

ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2017

Yes (1)

Void

No

Dependability
Immutability

Predictability

The degree to which an entity is able to perform as intended as and when required

The degree to which the future behavior of an entity can be predicted by preceding states and inputs
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And Mapping To Key Requirements
KRID

Key Requirement

ACC

AUD

COM

COR

DEP

7009-01

An autonomous agent shall provide means to incorporate functionality by designated category.

7009-02

An autonomous agent shall provide means to maintain separation of concerns between designated categories of functionality.

7009-03

An autonomous agent shall provide means to maintain isolation between designated categories of functionality.

7009-04

An autonomous agent shall provide a category, designated W, of functionality capable of terminating execution of all other categories of
functionality.

7009-05

An autonomous agent shall provide category W functionality to terminate execution of all other categories of functionality.

7009-06

An autonomous agent shall provide category W functionality to periodically terminate execution of all other categories of functionality.




7009-07

An autonomous agent shall provide a category, designated V, of functionality to verify the existence of a valid request to continue
execution of specified categories of functionality.



7009-08

An autonomous agent shall provide category V functionality to verify the existence of a valid certificate to execute specified categories of
functionality.



7009-09

An autonomous agent shall terminate a category of functionality in the event that no valid request to continue execution of the category is
available to the agent.



7009-10

An autonomous agent shall provide functionality to prevent the execution of a category of functionality when no valid certificate to execute
the identified category is available to the agent.



7009-11

An autonomous agent shall terminate a category of functionality in the event that the certificate to execute the category of functionality
becomes invalid.







7009-12

An autonomous agent shall provide a category, designated M, of functionality to monitor the operational performance envelope of the
agent.







7009-13

An autonomous agent shall provide functionality to prevent the execution of any functionality which would exceed the certified
performance envelope of the agent.







7009-14

An autonomous agent shall provide functionality to terminate the execution of functionality which has exceeded the certified performance
envelope of the agent.



7009-15

An autonomous agent shall provide means to maintain a record of operation that can be interrogated and interpreted by the provider.



7009-16

An autonomous agent shall be designed in accordance with a set of processes which evidence the embodiment of ethical considerations
throughout the agent life-cycle.

7009-17

The provider of an agent shall retain a Design Authority who is accountable for the design of the agent.

7009-18

The provider of an agent shall retain a Process Authority who is accountable for the development and production of the agent.

7009-19

The provider of an agent shall maintain registration of the agent with a certification body as specified by a competent (appropriate)
authority for the agent domain of operation.
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Context Switch
 An Industrial Perspective


Large-scale engineering enterprise – reliant upon standards.



Software-intensive & dependent systems - acquired/developed.



Dependable software for dependable systems (integration).



Seeking to apply Evidence-Based Software Engineering in practice (2013 – present).



Senior manager who wants to improve the performance of a department or organisation as a whole (Kitchenham et al, 2004).



Integrate results of software/systems engineering research into industrial practice.



Evidence Informed Practice.

It's a long, hard way from a research prototype to something that works on a machine different from the author's laptop.
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To A Bigger Picture: But One Informed By Digital Pioneers

“There are two ways of constructing a software design: One way is to make it so simple that there are
obviously no deficiencies, and the other way is to make it so complicated that there are no obvious
deficiencies. The first method is far more difficult.”
C.A.R. Hoare

“Software Engineering is that part of Computer Science which is too difficult for the Computer Scientist.”
Friedrich Ludwig "Fritz" Bauer

Corollary: Management of Software Engineering is that part of Software Engineering which is too difficult for the Software Engineer.
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The Question Of How To Create A Standard
The IEEE standards development process is rooted in consensus, due process, openness, right to
appeal and balance. It adheres to and supports the principles and requirements of the World Trade
Organization’s (WTO) Decision on Principles for the Development of International Standards, Guides
and Recommendations. In particular, the IEEE operates in active agreement with the WTO principle
that standards should not create unnecessary obstacles to trade, and whenever appropriate, should
specify requirements in terms of performance rather than design or descriptive characteristics.
The Standards Development Lifecycle

Consensus standards are standards developed through the cooperation of all parties who have an
interest in participating in the development and/or use of the standards. Consensus requires that all
views and objections be considered, and that an effort be made toward their resolution. Consensus
implies more than the concept of a simple majority but not necessarily unanimity.
The Society for Standards Professionals
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Avoiding GOBSAT: Good Old Boys Sat Around a Table

Image sources:Wikimedia – Public Domain (GOBSAT)/Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International (Primum non nocere)
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Achieving Consensus

Systems
Standards

“The world at large cares little for verified software; what it cares about
are trustworthy and cost-effective systems that do their jobs well.”
John Rushby



Synopses

Syntheses
Studies
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IEEE P7009 WG: Standard for Fail-Safe Design of Autonomous and Semi-Autonomous Systems

±
KEEP

CALM

Using Informed Decision Making

AND

STOP
OPINION

ENGINEERING

 Decisions, decisions, decisions


Decision-making by anecdote (prisoner of own experience).



Decision-making by press-cutting (or tweets, fake news, alternative facts, etc).



Decision-making by 'good old boys sat around a table' (GOBSTAT).
how to read a paper:

The BASICS OF EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE,
5th Edition, 2014, Trisha Greenhalgh (added by presenter)

 Socio-technical considerations (inter alia)


Evidence versus eminence (cf. aviation, medicine).



Digital theory versus analogue reality.



Expertise: “often wrong but rarely in doubt”.



Populations versus individuals (“I am not a number” - Number Six).
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And The Science: Such As It Is
2
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6
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5
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3
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Decision Management
Risk Management

5

6
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6
5
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6
6

1
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6

3
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6
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6
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1
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1

11
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2
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2
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11
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1
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3

5

Disposal

Image source:Wikipedia – By Agnico-Eagle - Agnico-Eagle Mines Limited, CC0
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Even If Only With Known Unknowns: A Software Example

 Process metrics seem to be better at predicting post-release faults compared to any static code metrics.
Software fault prediction metrics: A systematic literature review

 The independent variables used by models performing well seem to be sets of metrics (e.g.,
combinations of process, product, and people-based metrics). We found evidence that where models
use KLOC as their independent variable, they perform no worse than where only single sets of other
static code metrics are used. In addition, models which perform well tend to use simple, easy to use
modeling techniques like Naive Bayes or Logistic Regression.
A Systematic Literature Review on Fault Prediction Performance in Software Engineering

 In practice, locations based on intelligent guesses of experienced programmers with expert knowledge of
the software being debugged should be examined first.
A Survey on Software Fault Localization
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Some Of The Challenges: When Digital Theory Meets Analogue Reality
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 You can't standardise a dream: the two cultures.
 The STEEPLE Chase: balancing the technical with the societal, economic, environmental, political, legal and ethical.
 Whither Ethics: should standards be agnostic to particular ethical models?
 Games Without Frontiers: digital environment increases scope for avoidance/evasion/manipulation of standards.
 Silo Thinking: as common as possible, as different as necessary across standards.
 Learning From Experience: avoiding the mistakes of the Internet.
 Achieving Consensus: balancing diversity of thought, evidence and uncertainty in an expeditious manner.
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The Bottom Line: Lest Anyone Ever Forget

“We must always remember that Safety is not an intellectual exercise. It's not something to keep Safety
Departments in work or a reason to go to conferences or hear presentations: Safety is truly a matter of
life and death.
And the sum and quality of our individual contributions to the management of safety determines whether
the colleagues we work with live or die.
And on Piper Alpha on the 6th July 1988 they [167] died.”

Brian Appleton: Technical Adviser to the Piper Alpha Enquiry
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And For Those Who Ignore History

'The Grenfell Tower fire bore “poignant echoes” of the worst-ever offshore disaster, the Chartered
body for occupational safety and health said today, ahead of the 30th anniversary of Piper Alpha.'
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Volunteers Wanted: P7009 (and P7006) Need You
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STOP

Closing Thoughts: From The Shoulders Of Charles

“ignorance more frequently begets confidence than does knowledge.”
THE DESCENT OF MAN

Charles Darwin 1871

“O NE of the most singular advantages which we derive from machinery is in the check which it
affords against the inattention, the idleness, or the knavery, of human agents .”
On the ECONOMY OF MACHINERY AND MANUFACTURES

Charles Babbage 1832

Disclaimer: Neither the presentation nor any statements made necessarily reflect the official position of the IEEE, IEEE Standards Association, IEEE P70XX Working Groups, Working Group Sponsors or any other organisation with which the presenter is affiliated.
Use of content herein for commercial purposes is not permitted.
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